
Dark Data Discovery and Compliance for the 
Legal Sector

Entrusted with highly confidential and sensitive client data, legal firms have always had a need to demonstrate strong data security and governance 
practices. However, with more stringent privacy regulations and an increasing risk of data breach, Outside Counsel are seeking assurance and 
increased transparency into those practices.  This means that governance and compliance teams need to have a clear understanding of their data 
compliance, especially as it relates to matter managed across file shares, email, chat and document management systems (such as iManage or 
NetDocs). Unfortunately, getting a clear and consistent view across all of these repositories has been all but impossible to achieve without a 
disproportionate investment in both time and money.

To address this need, ActiveNav Cloud has been developed to provide a low-cost and easy to use data discovery service that:

Deployed as a multi-tenant cloud service, ActiveNav Cloud requires minimal to no infrastructure investment and can be up and running almost 
immediately, delivering a series of rich dashboards to provide unrivalled data insights within minutes.
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CLOUD

•   Maintains a current inventory of all unstructured data assets, wherever they lie.
•   Provides governance and IT teams with a consolidated view of data composition and compliance.
•   Identifies misfiled and over-retained matter whether in the DMS or retained in attorney’s personal storage.
•   Generates sensitive data reports to respond to client audit requests.
•   Enables data mapping and data subject access request fulfillment for data privacy compliance.

Compliance View provides an 
interactive map of regulated sensitive 

data across repository and 
jurisdiction

Analyst View enables governance or 
IT to drill into compliance issues and 

direct defensible data disposal

Profile View shows data footprint 
and composition by retention and 

age, type and size metadata 
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ActiveNav Cloud is a robust and cost-effective solution to enable any legal firm to reach a state of Zero Dark Data whereby it can be confident that its 

data governance obligations are being met and it is acting as a good steward of its client’s data.

Contact us to understand to get a 30-day trial evaluation with no obligation.

About Us

We’re data experts, and our North Star is Zero Dark Data. We believe that all organizations should be 
aiming for a state of Zero Dark Data so that they can act as good stewards of that data to minimize their 
cyber risk surface area, protect the interests of their customers, their staff and their other stakeholders. 
We’ve been working continuously with unstructured data in the wild for well over a decade and we 
think the market deserves data discovery products that just work. As a result we are trusted by leading 
companies and government agencies to help them understand and control their data assets to drive 
regulatory compliance, reduce the cost of data ownership and improve data quality.

Aside from our fascination with Dark Data, we’re engineers, designers, runners, gardeners, chefs, 
photographers, bikers, parents, skiers, cosplayers, hikers, gamers, travelers, mountain climbers, 
friends, race car drivers, readers, volunteers, and car enthusiasts. We value loyalty, accountability, and 
communication and care deeply about creating a sustainable future, supporting charitable causes as 
proud members of Pledge 1%.

Try for Free

•      15 Years of Experience

•      6 Continents and 28 Countries

•      15+ Billion Files Discovered

•      30K+ hrs Customer Deployments

•      300+ Customers and Counting

CLOUD
Built on Microso�’s secure Azure cloud infrastructure and assured by our ISO27001 information security certification, ActiveNav Cloud securely 
connects to a wide range of repositories, with more in development all the time.

Available Now Coming Soon

High performance unstructured 
data discovery

On-premise and cloud 
repositories

Classification and regulated 
data risk scoring

Single pane of glass visualization
across all discovered data

Unstructured data inventory 
and compliance data map

Data risk hotspot identification

Targeted search and Data Subject 
Access Request fulfillment

Aging, stale, duplication and 
unwanted data metrics

Managed review and disposal 
decision making

Audit trail for defensible disposal


